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usic pumps through outdoor speakers in Imani’s
family home backyard. The Floridian summer heat
is at a bearable level and a barbecue is in full
swing. Imani’s plate is piled high with food for the soul, but
she can’t eat. Nina’s attempting to teach her dad to dance
‘The Woah!’ and he’s having absolutely none of it.
It’s been a while since they both laughed this hard.
Imani was hesitant to take the summer semester off, but Nina
insisted they needed it.
There was no arguing things had been less than
smooth sailing after Nina’s abduction. Talking with a
therapist would have most likely gotten her committed. A
break from the place where it happened was the next best
thing. The second Imani stepped into her childhood home
three weeks ago, she knew Nina was right.
Seeing their families mingle always made her feel
good. Nina’s Abuela’s hearty laughter echoes in her ear from
the seat right beside her. The feisty seventy-five-year-old is
the definition of young at heart. Her shoulders bounce in
time to the Hip Hop beat. Language may not be universal but
music is.
Much like fear.
The feeling suddenly grips Imani and her alone. The
hairs rise on her arms and the back of her neck. Her smile
fades, along with the music in her ears, as the world
transforms around her.
Miles of green forest stretches before her eyes. Her
breathing slows and her breath chills. It comes out in a foggy
mist. A hint of sulfur taints the air heralding a dark entity.
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And then she sees him.
Chogan.
Stumbling through the woods. His bloodshot eyes
meet hers. Matted hair hangs about his face. Veins bulge in
his neck. He looks absolutely feral.
She knows at once that he’s battling something
buried inside him. Something that’s killing him. Something
she thought he had long got ridden of.
Chogan collapses onto the ground. Blood spurts
from his lips as his body bounces against the hard forest
floor.
Imani tries to scream, reach out, run to him; but
she’s frozen in her seat. Her subconscious locked in a hellish
dreamscape.
Familiar sounds begin filtering through the trees.
She recognizes the hearty ruckus from her family’s backyard.
The forest fades, taking Chogan with it.
Reality rushes back within seconds. Feeling slightly
dazed, she looks around at her familiar surroundings. The
vision she just experienced ended with no one else the
wiser… or so it seemed.
Imani snaps to, as Abuela’s hand gently lands on top
of hers. “Qué viste?” she asks knowing something
supernatural has just occurred.
The Brujeria may not have shared the vision but
could sense the change on an atmospheric level. Imani’s
traumatized expression confirms it.
“Come,” Abuela tells her, guiding her inside the
house away from the others.
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They step into the kitchen, “Breathe, mija,” Abuela
coaches as she guides her further into the house.
Imani hadn’t realized she’d stopped. Her breath
comes out in spurts. It feels like she’s choking.
“Breathe deep,” Abuela’s voice soothes as it
instructs. “Ahora, tell me what you saw.”
Imani does her best to calm, but her hands won’t
stop shaking. She wrings them out in front of her as she
paces. “Chogan. He’s dying.”
Abuela was the only adult Imani and Nina had
trusted with the whole truth of what happened at The
Apothecary. After Nina’s abduction at school, Abuela warned
them that this wasn’t over.
A small part of Imani had been happy to hear it.
That meant seeing Chogan again. That he was alive, even if
she didn’t know where. That might not be the case for much
longer.
“Be more specific,” Abuela tells her. “What did you
see?”
“He’s in the woods. I don’t know where.” Imani
clenches her eyes shut trying to remember. “I smelt sulfur. It’s
that demon. It’s killing him.”
“We’ll find him.”
“How? I don’t have a token to summon him.”
“From what you told me before, I don’t think you
ever needed one.”
Nina suddenly barges in, sweet tea in hand, “What
are y’all in here gossiping about?” She quickly reads the
room, “What happened?”
“Chogan’s in danger,” Abuela tells her.
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“He’s dying,” Imani clarifies, tears brimming in her
eyes. “He’s dying and I don’t know how to help him.”
“What! How do you know?” Nina asks, out of the
loop.
“How isn’t important,” Abuela shuts her down.
“There’s no time to waste. We need to find Señor Wu.” Before
the girls can ask why she answers. “I need to know exactly
what kind of demon we’re dealing with.”
Had the girls tried to leave in the middle of a family
gathering on their own there would have been questions. But
no one questions Abuela. She tells their parents she needs the
girls’ help and that’s that.
Nina resists the urge to smash the gas pedal to the
floor of Abuela’s F150. Getting pulled over by the cops is the
last thing they need. Still, they make decent time as they
merge onto the highway. They call Wu while on the move.
The girls didn’t exactly keep in touch with their
former boss, but they did check in occasionally. His guilt over
their involvement was always obvious in the way he’d ask
after them. Their conversations always ended with, “If you
need anything, don’t hesitate to ask.”
Well... they ask. Luckily, Wu stays true to his word
and immediately texts them his home address. Abuela briefs
him on the cause of their surprise visit. He shocks her with
the revelation that the demon used to be a Tartaruchi.
Hell is missing a gatekeeper.
“A tartar what?” Imani asks, having never heard the
term before.
“An angel of death. They guard the gates of hell,”
Abuela explains.
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“That thing is no angel,” Nina assures them both.
“No, not anymore,” Abuela nods agreeing. Though
intrigued by the mystery of how and why that is, she puts her
curiosity aside. Things just got a lot more complicated, which
is the last thing she wants the girls to know. Instead, she tells
herself she’s powerful beyond measure, more than enough to
banish it on her own.
Nina whips the truck into the driveway of Wu’s
home. She hits the brakes just as he throws open the front
door, ready for their arrival. He lends Abuela a hand, helping
her to move as fast as her body will allow.
Wu’s beloved daughter is away at summer camp and
his wife is at work. They’ve got the place to themselves. Wu
has already cleared out his kitchen furniture and drawn a salt
circle on the tile floor.
On a counter, he’s gathered medical supplies in
anticipation of Chogan’s needs. Needs that may go beyond
the scope of modern medicine, which is why he’s also
assembled an array of potions and charms he procured while
immersed in witchcraft.
“Chogan’s been holding that demon for at least six
months,” Wu reminds them. “I don’t know how he’s survived
this long. Its power overwhelms. When he agreed to be a
vessel I assumed he had some way of destroying it. I guess he
was just buying time.”
“He did it to save me,” Nina somberly recalls.
“I’m going to draw the demon out,” Abuela explains.
“But Imani, you have to find Chogan’s body. He’s going to
need the Doc.”
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“I’ve already told you, I don’t know how. He’s always
appeared to me. I have no idea how to reverse it. Can’t you
do like some kind of locator spell or something?”
“No,” Abuela tells her plainly. Her gift was of a
spiritual nature and she never pushed the boundaries of it.
People sought her out to either bless or exorcise their homes.
She hadn’t been seduced by power or fallen in love with the
praise for her successes. Her skills were limited. Finding
Chogan was beyond her and pretending otherwise was
pointless.
“Imani, there’s a connection between the two of
you, even if you don’t understand what it is,” Wu explains.
“Just focus all of your thoughts on Chogan. See the last place
you saw him and place yourself there with him.”
Imani shakes her head frustrated. It’s not that
simple. “I’m not gonna magically show up where he is.”
“Maybe you’ll bring him to us, like last time,” Nina
offers. “If we get the demon out, he might have enough
strength to come if you call him.”
“I’m ready to go anywhere to help him. I owe him
that,” Wu assures her. “But if he’s as bad off as you told me
getting him here is our best option.”
“Todos!,” Abuela takes control. “Take a spot around
the circle.”
They move into a compass position. Abuela at the
North end and Wu at the South. Imani’s to the West across
from Nina in the East. They hold hands.
Abuela glances over each of them. Hanging from
Imani and Nina’s necks are amulets she’s given them to guard
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against possession. Wu, too, has armed himself with a
pendant charm carved with ancient Taoist magical script.
His previous deal with the demon forbade him from
guarding himself against its minions. Paper talismans
disguised as art now line the doors and windows of the
house. Should the demon attempt to call in reinforcements
their entry will be blocked.
Despite knowing this, Abuela would prefer Wu use a
form of protection of her own making. The knowledge has
been passed down through generations in her family.
Wu graciously declined her offer and she
understood his skepticism. The amulet may not have kept
Nina from being physically taken, but her body had not been
defiled by possession. Considering the task ahead, Abuela
believes that’s all that matters.
They were all out of time to argue the merits of
alternative beliefs. If Wu trusted a power unknown to her,
she’d just have to respect it.
“Imani,” Abuela calls out. “Think only of Chogan
and nothing else. Reach out as if you can touch him. Lift him
up and pull him to you with all your might.” Imani looks
unsure but nods agreeing.
That’s not good enough for Abuela, “You have to
believe Imani. Faith comes from within. I can’t give it to you.
Know you can reach him. Know it!”
Imani takes a deep breath. What she knows is that
Chogan is dead if this doesn’t work. The idea of faith isn’t one
she struggles with; her Christianity depends on it.
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Pull him to you, she repeats to herself. She takes a
deep breath and channels her thoughts towards the vision he
gave her.
Abuela instructs the others, “Close your eyes. No
matter what you hear, don't open them and don’t let go of
one another.”
At that, Nina releases Wu’s hand breaking the circle.
“Estas segura de esto?” she asks her grandmother. The amulet
around her neck suddenly feels like nothing more than a
piece of decoration.
Unbeknownst to the others, she’s been fighting the
instinct to run since the moment Chogan’s name was
mentioned. It’s been one forced step forward after another.
She’s finally hit a wall she can’t overcome.
Abuela’s confidence should be reassuring, but Nina’s
been up close and personal with this demon before. She
intended to go the rest of her life without ever encountering
it again.
Abuela’s age is worrisome as well. The demon made
a puppet of Wu. Her grandmother’s heightened sense of
spirituality doesn’t make her any less fragile in her old age.
“I’m risking no less than Chogan did to save you,”
Abuela tells her.
“But you aren’t him. You heard Mr. Wu. He should
already be dead.” Nina turns to her best friend, “I’m sorry
Imani but he’s something… other. My Abuela isn’t.” Nina
feels her grandmother’s hand slip from hers.
“Espera en el auto,” Abuela firmly orders her.
“No!” Nina shouts. “I’m not waiting in the car.”
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“I understand your fear, but we don’t have time for
it. Go!” Abuela attempts to close the circle by reaching out to
Wu.
Nina blocks her way. “Faith won’t make you
invincible.”
“Fear won’t make me live longer.” Abuela takes
Nina’s face in her hands. “I know it still haunts you. Confia en
mí.”
“Trust us,” Imani adds. She understands Nina
completely but selfishly needs her Abuela to stay.
Nina never talked in detail about what happened
when she was taken. If they weren’t roommates, Imani
wouldn’t have learned as much as she has. Night terrors kept
Nina awake and talking in her sleep. The things she wouldn’t
say while awake came out in screams during the night.
Imani kept what she heard to herself, waiting for
Nina to want to share. That never happened. Rather than
face the trauma, Nina buried it deep. Now, all at once, it’s
being uncovered.
“Es mas fuerte que tu!” Nina shouts at her
grandmother. “We’re all gonna die!”
Abuela forces her into a tight hug. She can think of
no better way to help the shaking child in her arms than to
destroy the dark force haunting her. It isn’t a choice between
her grandchild and a stranger. Chogan’s the only thing
keeping that demon from terrorizing others. She strongly
believes in divine timing, now it’s her turn.
“Espérame. Ya voy. Todo va a estar bien,” Abuela
tells her with as much confidence as she can muster. “Roll up
the windows and lock the doors. Hurry, mija.”
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Nina looks to Imani for support. For the first time,
she doesn’t see it when staring into her best friend’s eyes. At
least not in the way she needs. There’s unmistakable
sympathy but also absolute resolve to help someone other
than her. The sting of abandonment hits hard.
“Her blood will be on your hands!” Nina lashes out,
tears trailing down her face. “And I’ll never forgive you for it.
Never.”
Nina runs for the door before another word can be
spoken. It slams shut behind her. The sound reverberates as
she stands outside.
The truck is right in front of her, but she waits. She
waits believing that any second the door is going to open and
her loved ones are going to step out. Emotional blackmail
isn’t kind but has proven effective in the past. Surely, they’ll
choose her.
“Put it out of your mind,” Abuela promptly instructs.
“We have one shot at this. Focus!”
They take hands. Abuela’s voice rises in a repeated
prayer. She speaks in her native tongue as she summons the
demon.
Imani’s thoughts take her back to the forest where
she last saw Chogan. The surroundings are a blur, but she
sees him clearly. His chest heaves as he lays on the ground
fighting to live with every labored breath. He sounds close
enough to be right beside her, though he looks far away.
The forest trees suddenly snap into focus.
Unbelievably, she can feel a breeze. It’s cool against her
skin.
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“Chogan!” she yells, but he doesn’t respond. The
sensations she’s feeling have her confused. Can he see me?
Can he hear me? Can I touch him? Am I just imagining this?
Chogan lets out a pained groan. His body slowly
rises off the ground. It hovers in the air. He starts to violently
contort and Imani knows... whatever Abuela is doing, it’s
working.
Chogan’s arms and legs violently flail as he grapples
with the demon trying to escape his human cage. He’s
working against the exorcism.
Imani screams at the top of her lungs, “Let it go!
Chogan, let it go!”
His body stills.
He gives up the fight.
Imani’s heart skips a beat as she realizes, he can hear
me! She focuses on drawing him in.
She paints a picture in her mind of Mr. Wu’s kitchen
in place of the forest. As she does, Abuela’s voice cuts
through the trees.
Inside Wu’s kitchen, Abuela’s voice booms. Her
prayer comes out in a constant rhythm. Her invitation is
finally being answered.
What appears isn’t the form of a man or beast, but
an essence. A malevolent swirling mass shakes the room,
trapped inside the salt lined circle. It isn’t defenseless,
however. A feeling of intense helplessness sweeps over the
house.
It reaches out to Nina locked in the truck outside.
She shudders knowing the thing she fears most is less than a
few feet away. Her hands grip the steering wheel, but she
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doesn’t start the engine. She isn’t trying to flee but steel
herself from rushing back inside.
The demon is beckoning. It’s a call only she can
hear. The house may be guarded against the supernatural,
but she is flesh and blood.
Abuela’s amulet proves its worth. It’s protecting her
from being possessed, but unfortunately also failing to block
the demon’s influence. It’s known her before and is
reconnecting like an old friend. Its whisper soft and
beguiling.
Nina’s grip tightens on the steering wheel as she
leans further back into the driver’s seat. Resisting the call isn’t
easy. She starts to hyperventilate.
Abuela, too, is breathing heavy. Sweat pours down
her face. Her words become slurred as she fights against
mounting pangs of depression.
The swirling mass of demonic energy gracefully
moves as if it’s dancing. They haven’t set a trap as much as
prepared a stage. The show is enthralling.
Wu hears the call of his old master as well. His eyes
flutter open. He keeps a tight grip on the others but is glued
to the demon’s mesmerizing movements. Wisps of smoke
dance dangerously close to the tip of his nose.
Abuela tightens her grasp on Wu’s hand.
He leans back in time to avoid contact with the
demon.
Sluggish but determined, Abuela continues. She
brought it here, now she must send it to hell. Her focus
doesn’t waver even as Chogan appears, near dead, on the
floor behind her.
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The demon, however, takes heed of his presence. If
it can’t have him, they can’t be permitted to save him.
Imani’s eyes fly open as the house begins to tremble.
She spots Chogan on the ground but is hardly relieved to see
him. He doesn’t appear to be breathing.
Suddenly she too can barely take a breath. The air
feels stale. The stench of sulfur is strong within it.
The house rattles as they experience their own
personal earthquake. The kitchen cabinets fly open. The
contents become projectiles.
Wu quickly falls victim to a toaster smashing into his
lower back. He winces but doesn’t let go of the others.
Imani narrowly dodges the blade of a butcher knife
as it whizzes past her cheek. Her hand nearly slips from
Abuela’s grasp. That’s when she notices the woman’s strong
grip has gone slack.
She studies Abuela for a moment. Her shoulders
droop as she sways on unsteady legs. Sweat drips down her
face and combines with spit being forced from her lips as
Abuela sluggishly prays.
Nina was right. She’s not strong enough to hold him.
Imani’s eyes shift from Abuela to Chogan bleeding
out on the ground behind her. A decision is made before she
even registers the thought occurring.
Imani’s hand grips the amulet around her neck. In
one swift tug, she rips it free. Her right foot crosses over the
salt barrier.
As if a door has just been thrust opened, the demon
sees the entrance. In a blink, it takes her over. And just as
quickly, they disappear.
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Abuela falls to her knees as the house stills. Her eyes
land on Imani’s amulet laying on the ground. Guilt slivers in.
Vanity kept her from admitting this was beyond her and now
a child has paid the price.
Wu rushes to Abuela’s side but she pushes him
towards Chogan. She refuses to lose both of them.
Wu checks Chogan’s neck for a pulse. It’s faint, but
they haven’t lost him yet. He hurriedly gathers his medical
supplies scattered around the floor.
Outside, Nina throws open the truck door. She
practically leaps out hungry for fresh air. Filling her lungs to
capacity, she tries to drown herself in it.
It’s over, she tells herself no longer feeling the
demon’s influence. It’s gone.
Exhausted, she falls back against the car door. She
starts to relax and then remembers, Abuela!
Wu looks up as the front door bursts open. Nina
skids to a stop seeing Chogan, “It worked!”
“No,” Abuela sorrowfully replies.
“You got him back,” Nina states moving further
inside. It’s then that she notices Imani is missing. “Where is
she?”
“Help me with him,” Wu demands, leaving her
question unanswered. “I’ve stopped the bleeding, but we
need to get him to a hospital.”
Nina moves as if on autopilot. She grabs Chogan’s
legs and helps carry him out the door. She supports his head
in her lap as Wu speeds in their truck to the nearest urgent
care. She runs along with the stretcher as orderlies take him
inside.
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She sits quietly in the waiting room while Abuela
lies about finding Chogan’s body on the side of the road. She
tells the same rehearsed story to the police when they arrive.
They, like the doctors, chalk her spaced out disposition up to
shock.
Maybe it was at first, but it quickly became dread.
What was she going to tell Imani’s family? How was she
going to explain their daughter’s disappearance?
Abuela had the answer, “We don’t.”
She was certain Chogan would recover. He’d lived
with the demon for months. Surely, he’d figured out its
weakness even if he hadn’t been able to kill it. Abuela knows
she isn’t powerful enough alone, but together with Chogan
she believes they can end it.
Wu offers the reality check none of them want, “She
may be dead before he recovers.”
“She won’t be,” Nina finally speaks. “When the doctors
are done use whatever methods you have to,” she tells Wu.
“You brought your bag. I saw it.”
It was true. Wu needed Chogan to be stable enough
for him to have time to prepare an alternative remedy. Wu
specialized in Eastern medicine and the boy needed a
surgeon. He had been too close to death for Wu’s limited
knowledge of witchcraft. Nothing he had prepared was an
instant cure.
“Blood magic?” Abuela asks, feeling uneasy about this
plan.
“No,” He firmly asserts. “I’ll never touch that again.
Not for Chogan… or anyone.”
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Nina and Abuela don’t miss his meaning. There isn’t a
soul for sale among them.
“It’s a healing ritual,” Wu explains. “I learned it from a
Wiccan who used to frequent the shop. I tried it on my
daughter and she got better for a time, but it didn’t last.
Chogan’s different though. I think it’ll be enough for him.”
No one wants to consider the possibility of it not. So
they hang their hope on that. It’s just a matter of time before
Chogan recovers, and this time they’ll put an end to the
demon for good.

THE END
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